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ABSTRACT. The active medium with the inverse charge carrier population  is known to form the basis of up-to-
date semiconductor masers and lasers. This population can be created by various actions including electron genera-
tion and heating  towards the conductivity region by means of electromagnetic radiation (photoheating). The objec-
tive of our study was to find the conditions for formation of regions of hot photoelectron distribution when their
lifetime is controlled by trapping either negatively  or positively  charged impurity centers for different energy
relaxation mechanisms, both quasi-elastic and strongly inelastic. © 2010 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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Let us consider a semiconductor at low tempera-
tures ( iT ε<< , iε  is the ionization energy) where the
external monochromatic radiation excites electrons with
the 0ε  “throw up” energy in the conductivity region.
This energy is much higher than the equilibrium. Later,
the excited electrons recombine, pre-scattering part of
their initial energy by acoustic lattice oscillations. Our
task is to establish the type of the electron distribution
function under the above-mentioned conditions when
their lifetime is controlled by trapping by repulsive (nega-
tively charged) impurity centers.

At high energies photoelectron “throw up” when
the quasielasiticity condition is violated and the distri-
bution is far from equilibrium, one can use the Fokker-
Planck equation.  In this case spontaneous radiation is
proved to play a main role in the flow and the term

describing the departure of electrons on a lower energy
state is predominant.  The integral has the form [1,2]:
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where ( )f ε  is the charge carrier distribution function,

( )akτ ε  is the acoustic phonon emission time:
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Proceeding from the above, at high “throw up” en-
ergy  in the stationary condition the kinetic equation
will have the form:
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( ) ( ) ( )/ cf gε ε τ ε  is the  term describing  the number of

recombined  electrons per unit time, ( )0Iδ ε ε−  is the

photoelectron generation velocity with the  “throw up”

energy 0ε ; it is described by the δ  functions, I is the

number of “born” photoelectrons per unit time,

( ) ( ) 1

c Nτ ε συ −=  is the photoelectron lifetime with re-

spect to trapping by repulsive centers with the concen-
tration N.

The accurate solution of equation (3) in different
energy regions has different forms [1]. The studies have

shown that in the 0ε ε>  region ( )f ε  is a decreasing

energy function and at high ε  it passes into the

Boltzmann distribution. And in the 0ε ε<  region,
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C is found from the ( )f ε  normalization condition.

In the general case, for any trapping mechanism and

energy relaxation way, ( )f ε  has the extreme point ( )mε

if the condition ( ) ( )/ 2ак cτ ε τ ε =  is fulfilled. When the

probability of extra energy losses is higher than that of
free electron trapping, hot electrons first are thermolyzed
and only afterwards are trapped by different impurity
centers. In this case they do not form a non-equilibrium
distribution function, since they have time to come into
equilibrium with the lattice. If the trapping probability is
higher than that of energy relaxation, this distribution is
established and it can be inverse. Electrons have no
time to be re-distributed on low energy levels. Assum-
ing that the energy relaxation takes place during acous-
tic phonon scattering, the inversion condition for the

distribution function takes the form [2]: ( ) ( )c акτ ε τ ε< .

In the first part of the present work a wide range of
materials creating negatively charged trapping centers
in Ge has been studied. The conclusion was made: only

during trapping by Au≡  and Pt≡  centers the hot pho-

toelectron lifetime ( )( )cτ ε  can be varied within a suffi-

ciently wide range. Accordingly, to find inverse areas in

the distribution function, in the energy region 0ε ε< ,

the function ( )1f ε  was studied for Au≡  and Pt≡  im-

purities at different values of 0ε  and N.

It was obtained that at high N and ε  values, de-

pending on ( )1f ε , there is a maximum point and ( )1f ε
up to this point is an increasing energy function. Hence,
the states in this region are inversely populated.

At high “throw up” energies electrons start to emit
intensively acoustic phonons, descending energetically

to the value Эε , below which ( )cτ ε < ( )ετ ε . This sug-

gests that electrons born with the energy 0ε > Эε , first

accumulate in the Эε  region and only afterwards are

trapped by repulsive centers. Under condition 0ε >> Эε ,

the descent time does not depend on 0ε  and it is deter-

mined by the equation:
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The value Эε  is defined by the N values and does

not depent on 0ε . With increasing N, Эε  shifts toward

higher values and thereby the inversion area broadens.
In the inverse,j part of the distribution function the

energy values are such that optical phonon radiation is
possible. Therefore, we have in this region:

1 1 1
, ,ak opε ε ετ τ τ− − −= + (6)

where ,ор ετ  is the energy relaxation time with optical

phonon radiation  [3]:
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where 1,орE  is the deformation potential coefficient un-

der optical scattering.
The results of the theoretical estimations carried out

are given in Figs.1 and 2. It is clear from the figures that
the optical phonon radiation only narrows the energy

area where ( )1f ε  is inverse.

To summarize, we can state that the inversion in the

( )f ε  dependence of photoelectrons can be observed

i n  G e  Pt≡  on repulsive centers at NPt>1016cm-3, and for

Au≡  with reasonable N values, the inversion will be
weak in the narrow energy region.
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Fig.1. Distribution function in the Pt-doped Ge samples at
different values of NPt.

1. - NPt=1015cm-3;  2. - NPt=5 ·1015cm-3;
3. - NPt=1016cm-3;  4. - NPt=5 ·1016cm-3;

Fig. 2. Distribution function in the Pt-doped Ge samples at
different values of NPt (with allowance for the process of
scattering by optical phonons).

1. - NPt=1016cm-3;  2. - NPt=5 ·1016cm-3; 3. - NPt=1017cm-3 .

Fig. 3. Distribution function in the Pt-doped Ge samples at

different values of NPt (NPt=5·1016cm-3) at different 0ε
values.

1. - e0=0,02 eV;  2. - e0=0,03 eV;  3. - e0=0,05 eV;
4. - e0=0,08 eV; 5. - e0=0,1 eV.

Fig. 4. Distribution function in the Pt-doped Ge samples at

different values of NPt. (NPt=5·1017cm-3)  at different 0ε
values.

1. - e0=0,02 eV;  2. - e0=0,08 eV;  3. - e0=0,1 eV;
4. - e0=0,15 eV.
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fizika

uaryofiTad damuxtuli minarevuli centrebis rolis

gamokvleva fotoeleqtronebis inversiuli ganawilebis

formirebaSi; kinetikis gantoleba da inversiuli

ganawilebis funqciis formireba

e. xizaniSvili
*
, z. qaCliSvili

*
, m. xizaniSvili

*
, m. gigauri

*

* i. javaxiSvilis sax. Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

(warmodgenilia akademikos T. sanaZis mier)

mocemul naSromSi Cveni gamokvlevebis mizans warmoadgenda cxeli fotoeleqtronebis inversiuli

ganawilebis formirebis pirobebis dadgena, rodesac maTi sicocxlis xangrZlivoba kontroldeba

uaryofiTad damuxtul minarevul centrebze CaWeriT, energiis relaqsaciis sxvadasxva meqanizmebisas:

rogorc kvazidrekadi, aseve Zlierad aradrekadi.

Teoriulma gamoTvlebma gviCvenes, rom Ge-Si mxolod Au≡
 da Pt≡

 centrebze CaWerisas SeiZleba

cxeli fotoeleqtronebis sicocxlis drois varireba energiis farTo diapazonSi. ganawilebis

funqciis inversiuloba Ge-Si Pt≡
-is (NPt>10

16
 sm 

-3
 -sas)   ganmzidav centrebze gabnvisas SeiZleba

damzeril iqnes energiis sakmaod farTo areebSi. xolo Au≡
-saTvis, N-is dasaSveb mniSvnelobebze,

inversia iqneba susti energiis viwro areebSi.
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